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Alpha Iota Sigma is an international honor society established for interdisciplinary
studies students as of 2012. Over the past nine years, Alpha Iota Sigma chapters have appeared
across the country and the globe. Members of our society meet at an annual international
convention shared with other professionals and researchers interested in interdisciplinarity. We
seek to encourage a community of interdisciplinarity, provide opportunities to interdisciplinary
students, and recognize the achievements of hard-working academic performers.
Our chapter at the University of Central Florida wants to further these goals by
continuing to connect interdisciplinary students with each other and opportunities to advance
themselves. Our first initiative is managing the new journal Inside Out: Interdisciplinary Studies,
offering all students with an interest in interdisciplinarity a platform to share their work. Students
interested in gaining experience creating resources or helping edit and publish within a journal
are encouraged to reach out! Exercise your creativity by creating art, writing articles, or
recording videos. Interdisciplinarity thrives best through ingenuity and collaboration, and Inside
Out hopes to extend Alpha Iota Sigma’s aspiration of sharing interdisciplinarity.
Any student interested in publishing materials related to interdisciplinarity will find a
platform through Inside Out. Students within the interdisciplinary major interested in further
involvement with Alpha Iota Sigma are welcome to participate in any of our chapter activities.
Official membership within Alpha Iota Sigma is open to all interdisciplinary studies majors with
a 3.3+ GPA (either UCF or overall). If you have any questions about our organization or are
interested in joining, contact us at alphaiotasigmahonors@gmail.com or at our Instagram
@alphaiotasigma_UCF.

